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This book is dedicated to the memory of  

Lakeland High School Band Director William C. Miller.  

His job was to teach us music, but the things he taught us  

about life changed us, challenged us, and improved us  

in ways he could never imagine. I feel very  

fortunate to have been one of his students.
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In part 1 of this book, I had a chapter on shooting landscapes, 
and it turned out to be one of the most popular chapters in the 
book. So, when I started on part 2, I knew right then I would have 

to include another chapter with even more landscape techniques. And the 
only way to come up with new landscape techniques is to (you guessed 
it) shoot more landscapes, and what better place to shoot landscapes 
than at a landscape photography workshop? So, since I published 
the last edition of this book, I’ve taught at photography workshops in 
beautiful locations like Yosemite National Park, Cape Cod, Great Smoky 
Mountains National Park, and Glacier National Park, and then I just did 
some shooting in Maine this summer, and some other amazing places like 
Utah’s Monument Valley, and the Grand Canyon, and a half-dozen other 
incredibly scenic spots. But when it’s all said and done, do you know what 
all these places really meant to me? Tax deductions. That’s right, because 
I went to these locations on business (the images will be used by me to 
teach photography), I get some really juicy write-offs for these trips. For 
example, you see that photo on the facing page? That’s The Wave, which 
is just outside Page, Arizona, and not only is access to The Wave tightly 
restricted by the Bureau of Land Management, it was a grueling two-hour 
hike in scorching 112° desert heat over rocky mountains and hot desert 
sand, lugging all my camera gear, tripod (and bottles of water), and I have 
to be honest with you—there were times when I almost gave up, but you 
know what kept me going? It was the fact that if I didn’t get there, and get 
a decent enough shot to make it into this book, I couldn’t write my trip off 
as a tax deduction. See, I really do care.

Chapter Four

Shooting Landscapes 
Like a Pro
More Tips for Creating  
Stunning Scenic Images 
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Because you’re shooting into the sun, it can really throw your camera’s built-in light 
meter way off, and what looked so beautiful when you were standing there comes out… 
well…pretty lame. Luckily, there’s a simple trick to getting perfect sunset shots every 
time. The trick is to aim just above the setting sun itself (but make sure you can’t see 
the sun itself through your viewfinder), then hold your shutter button halfway down, 
which tells the camera to set the exposure for just what it sees in the viewfinder right 
now. This gives you a perfect sunset exposure, but don’t let go of that shutter button 
quite yet (keep it held down), then you can move your camera and recompose the shot 
as you’d like it to look. By keeping that button held down, you’ve locked in that perfect 
exposure, and once everything looks good to you, just press the shutter button down 
the rest of the way and take the shot. You will have nailed the exposure and captured 
the scene perfectly.

The Secret to Shooting Sunsets
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If you’re shooting streams or lakes, or really anything with water, there’s a filter you’re  
going to want to use that does something very important—it removes the reflection 
of the sky from the water and lets you see through the water. That way, things like rocks 
below the shore or in a stream, fish in a koi pond, etc., all suddenly appear crystal clear, 
and that can make for some very compelling images. The thing that surprises most folks  
is that it’s a filter that most photographers use to get bluer skies—a circular polarizer.  
As I mentioned in part 1 of this book, a polarizer is indispensable for getting those blue 
skies, but it’s just as important for this overlooked double-duty of cutting reflections. 
Here’s how it works: screw the filter onto your lens, aim at the water in front of you, and 
then rotate the circular ring at the end of the filter, and as you do, you’ll almost magically  
cut through the reflections and see right through the water, as seen on the right here. 
It’s one of those things you really just have to try to appreciate it, but believe me— 
you’ll love it.

Cutting Reflections in Water
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One of the things that kills a lot of landscape shots is that there’s no clear subject, and 
for a landscape shot to really work, you have to be able to look at it and explain what 
you shot in one simple sentence. It’s a lighthouse. It’s that seagull on the rocks. It’s that 
old barn. It’s the palm trees on the beach. If you can’t explain your landscape shot in 
a short sentence like that, you don’t know what the subject is, and if you don’t know, 
people viewing your image won’t know either, and if that happens, the photo just isn’t 
working. Keep this in mind when you’re composing your landscape shots, and ask 
yourself the question, “What’s my subject?” If you can’t come up with a solid answer 
immediately, it’s time to recompose your shot and find a clear subject. It makes all the 
difference in the world.

For Landscapes, You Need a Clear Subject
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If it’s bright outside, you’re going to quickly run into one of the biggest challenges  
of shooting outdoors, and that is you can’t see anything on your LCD monitor—the sun-
light washes everything out. In fact, it’s often so hard to see anything that you might as 
well turn off your monitor and save your battery, but then your LCD monitor becomes 
about useless. That’s why I’ve fallen in love with the Hoodman HoodLoupe Professional. 
You wear this around your neck (when you’re shooting outdoors), then you simply hold  
it up over your LCD monitor and its soft rubber enclosure blocks out the sun and gives 
you a crystal clear view of your monitor. I carry this with me to all my outdoor shoots, and 
after you use it even once, you won’t want to be without it. (Note: Even though it’s called  
a “loupe,” it doesn’t really magnify your image like a traditional loupe—it just blocks the 
sun out, but really, that’s all we need.) It sells for around $80 at B&H Photo.

Using Your LCD Monitor Outdoors
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Want to really bring out the vibrance and color of your shots that have a rainbow in 
them? Then use a circular polarizer (now we’ve got three reasons to have a polarizer: 
[1] bluer skies, [2] cutting the reflections in water, and [3] making your rainbows “pop!”). 
Just turn the circular end of the filter while you’re aimed at the rainbow and stop when 
the colors look their most vibrant. Easy enough to do, and the results are worth it. Now, 
beyond that, there’s a wonderful tip I learned from my buddy, and renowned landscape 
photographer, Bill Fortney. Bill says, “If you see a rainbow, drive like the devil until you find 
something interesting for the rainbow to come down in.” He doesn’t mean drive until you 
come to the end of the rainbow, or all you’ll get is a shot of that pot of gold. Just drive until 
you can find a gorge, or a water source, or something—anything interesting—for it to end 
with. Do those two things and you’ll wind up with a remarkable shot.

A Trick for Shooting Great Rainbows
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When you come back in from your shoot, if your shoot included some panos, you’re going 
to quickly find out one of the hidden challenges of shooting panos: finding them. For 
example, when you open your images in Adobe Photoshop Lightroom, or Adobe Bridge, 
or in iPhoto, etc., you’re looking at thumbnails of perhaps hundreds of images from your 
shoot, and it’s a bit of a challenge to figure out where your panos start and end. In fact, 
numerous times I’ve been looking through thumbnails from a shoot, and I look at a shot 
and think, “What was I thinking when I took this one?” Only to find out later it was one 
frame from a 10-frame pano. Worse yet, if I’m shooting on vacation, it might be a week or 
more before I get home to look at the images, and I completely forget that there’s even 
a pano included in a particular shoot, because they just don’t jump out at you. Luckily, 
there’s a simple trick that makes finding your panos a two-second job: Before you shoot 
the first frame of your pano, hold your finger up in front of your lens and take a shot (as 
you see in the first frame above). Now start shooting your pano. Once you finish shooting 
the last shot of your pano, hold two fingers in front of the camera and take another shot 
(as seen in the last frame). Now, when you’re looking at your photos in a photo browser 
and you see one finger in your shot, you know there’s a pano starting there. So, select all 
the photos that appear between your one-finger shot and your two-finger shot—that’s 
your pano. Open those in Photoshop and let it stitch them together for you (we looked 
at this in Part 1 of this book series).

A Timesaving Pano Trick
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Fisheye lenses are making a big comeback, and they actually can be very cool for a variety 
of landscape shots—you just don’t want your final image to look rounded and distorted, 
like many fisheye shots you see. You only want a very wide field of view. The trick to doing 
that is to simply keep the horizon line in the center of your image. This limits the amount 
of fisheye-like distortion and makes a huge difference in the final look. The best way to 
test this is to actually tip your camera downward, then back up toward the sky, all while 
looking through the viewfinder. You’ll see the edges of your image distort as you move 
up and down (as seen in the top image), but you’ll notice that as your horizon line gets 
centered in the image, the fisheye distortion is at its very minimum (like in the bottom 
image), and it just looks like a really, really wide-angle lens. Give it a try—you’ll see what 
I mean (by the way, this is the only time you really want the horizon line in the center of 
your image, as you learned in part 1 of this book).

The Trick for Using a Fisheye Lens
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If it’s a gray, cloudy, rainy day (I don’t mean pouring rain—a light drizzle or soft rain), then 
head to a local stream, because you’re about to make some magic. The overcast, cloudy, 
rainy sky does two things that make it ideal for shooting streams: (1) it makes the rocks, 
leaves, and everything sticking out of the stream nice and wet, which looks great in 
stream photographs, and (2) it makes the scene much darker (and the darker it is while still 
daylight, the better), which lets you use long shutter speeds, and it’s those longer shutter 
speeds that give the stream that wonderful silky-water effect. Try shooting in aperture 
priority mode, and set your aperture (f-stop) to f/22 (or a higher number if your lens has 
it). With this darker sky, f/22 will leave your shutter open long enough to give you that 
silky-water look. The shot above was taken on a drizzly afternoon where there was literally 
nothing else to shoot, and shooting at f/22 in the forest, under that dark, cloudy sky, left 
my shutter open for 13 seconds (in aperture priority mode, you pick the f-stop and then 
your camera will leave the shutter open for however long it takes to get the right expo-
sure—in this case, I stood there in the gentle rain for 13 seconds. How do you like the way 
that phrase “gentle rain” made the experience sound? Actually, I was cold and wet, but cold, 
annoying rain just doesn’t paint a pretty picture—but the camera sure captured one).

When to Shoot Streams
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More and more people have totally embraced the golden rule of landscape photogra-
phy, which is to only shoot when that wonderful, magical light is available, and that only 
happens just before and during dawn, and just before and during sunset. However, a lot 
of folks pack up their gear just a few minutes after the sun has gone down, and the sad 
part is, they’re about to miss what is often the most magical light of all. Around 20 to 30 
minutes after sunset, sometimes the clouds turn bright orange, or deep red, or purple, or 
if you’re lucky, a combination of all three, and some of my all-time best shots have been 
taken after everyone else has gone to dinner. Wait even longer (30 to 45 minutes or more 
after sunset), and the sky will often turn a vibrant, deep blue (not black, like the night— 
I’m talking blue—and it happens right before night). It only lasts for a few minutes (10 or 
12 minutes usually), but what wonderful twilight photos you can get then. Try this blue 
twilight-hour shooting when you have a cityscape, or bridge, or other lit object in the 
background—it makes for a wonderful scene.

Don’t Stop Shooting at Sunset
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If I’m talking about white balance, and I’m showing the Canon white balance menu, but 
you’re not shooting with a Canon, simply breathe deeply and say to yourself, “It’s okay, 
my [insert your camera name here] also has a white balance setting and it works pretty 
much like this one.” Remember, it’s about choosing the right white balance, not exactly 
which buttons to push on your camera.
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I love the look of fog or mist in images. To me, it adds mystery and intrigue to the scene, 
but one unfortunate side effect is that it also is very hard for your camera’s built-in light 
meter to read properly, so you get what you’re seeing with your naked eye. Of course, 
like so many things, there’s a trick of the trade that helps you get a good exposure that 
keeps that foggy look. Start by aiming at the fog itself, and then hold your shutter button 
halfway down (which tells your camera to take a reading of that area). Now, go to your 
camera’s exposure compensation control and increase the amount of exposure by one 
stop (basically, what you’re doing is disagreeing with what the camera read for the fog, 
and overriding it by increasing the exposure by one stop). On Nikon cameras, you do this 
by holding down the exposure compensation button on the top right of the camera (just 
behind the shutter button), and while you’re holding that button down, turn the com-
mand dial on the top back of the camera to the right until you see +1 in your camera’s 
viewfinder. On Canon cameras, you’ll set the shooting mode to anything but manual, and 
then you’ll spin the quick control dial (the big one on the back of the camera) to the right 
until you see +1 in the camera’s viewfinder. Just one reminder: when you’re done shoot-
ing your fog shots, set your exposure compensation back to zero, or you’ll be shooting 
the rest of the day with every shot overexposed by one stop.

How to Shoot Fog
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Shots of lightning can be very dramatic, because usually we only see lightning for a fraction 
of a second. If you can freeze that moment, it makes for a fascinating photo, but like many 
landscape shots, it requires a certain amount of timing (and luck). Now, before I share how 
to capture lightning with your camera, I want to make sure you don’t capture lightning 
with your body. Don’t stand in the rain, or under a tree, etc. Shoot from a very safe distance 
(because lightning will see you as a portable lightning rod) and exercise the same caution 
you would if you weren’t a distracted photographer. Now, on to the technique. First, put 
your camera on a tripod (this is a must). Then, set your mode to bulb (the B setting on some 
cameras), which leaves the camera’s shutter open for as long as you hold down the shutter 
button. Now, you can’t actually press the button on your camera—for this to work properly 
you need to use either a shutter release cable (a cable that attaches to your camera with a 
shutter button you hold in your hand) or a wireless shutter release (you can find these for 
most camera makes and models at B&H Photo). The reason is: any minor vibration while  
your shutter is open, and the shot will be so blurry, it will be unusable. So, set up on a tripod, 
compose your shot (aim your camera in an area where you’ve been seeing lightning), use 
f/8 as a starting place, make sure your camera is set to bulb mode, then when you see a 
strike of lightning, press-and-hold the shutter release cable (or wireless) shutter button 
down and when you see a second strike, wait just a moment and then release the shutter  
button. It may take you a few tries at first, but you’ll get it (hopefully the shot, not the 
lightning itself ).

Getting Shots of Lightning (Manually)
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If you try some lightning shots and fall in love with this type of photography, you might 
want to consider buying a Lightning Trigger (they’re not cheap—so make sure you’re truly  

“in love” first). This unit sits on your camera and it has a sensor that detects the bright flash  
of light from lightning, so it opens the shutter at exactly the right moment and gets the 
shot for you. In fact, you can pretty much set up your camera, set your camera to shutter  
priority mode (with your shutter speed anywhere from 1/8 to ¼ of a second), aim in the 
right direction, sit back with a cool drink, and wait for the magic to happen, knowing that 
your camera is doing all the hard work for you. Later, when you’re showing off your amaz-
ing work, there is no obligation (from the manufacturer’s point of view) for you to tell the 
people viewing your work that you used a Lightning Trigger. Hey, it’s just another tool in 
your bag of tricks. Go to www.lightningtrigger.com for a model that works with most cam-
eras (it runs around $329 direct from the manufacturer. Hey, I told you it wasn’t cheap).

Getting Shots of Lightning (Automatically)
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When you’re taking a landscape shot, where do you focus your camera’s focal point 
(that red dot in the center of your viewfinder. Well, its default spot is in the center, 
but you can move that spot, so if you moved yours, get it back to the middle for this)? 
With landscape shots, the rule is: you want to focus about one-third of the way into 
the image. This gives you the widest possible range of focus throughout the image. 
Also, another trick you can use is to shoot big, sweeping landscape shots at f/22, which 
gives you the most focus from front to back in your shot.

Where to Focus for Landscape Shots

[ 120 ]

Have you ever seen a landscape photo that just has incredible clarity throughout the 
image? I’m not talking about sharpness—I’m talking clarity (like a total lack of haze, or 
fog, or any other atmospheric effect). Well, there’s a technique for getting that amazing 
clarity, and it’s simple: shoot in winter. The air is the clearest during winter time, and it’s 
the perfect time of year to get those amazingly clear shots that you just can’t get any 
other time of year.
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A few years ago, my friend, and landscape photography hero, Bill Fortney said some-
thing that really had an impact on my photography and I’m going to pass it on to you. 
Bill feels that the single most important thing in a shot of any kind is the quality of light, 
and that the quality of light is so important that he’ll search for great light first, and then 
once he finds that great light, he’ll find a subject—something or somebody to shoot in 
that wonderful light. Essentially, if the light is great, you’ll find a subject, but if you’ve 
found a great subject, you have to be very, very lucky for great light to just magically 
appear. In short: ”It’s all about the light.” Once you get that, everything else falls into 
place. It’s deeper than it sounds.

Find the Great Light First
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This one might sound kind of obvious when I say it, but I can’t tell you how many times 
I’ve been out shooting with a group and one or more people in the group has come up 
and said, “Well, the sky is totally messing up our shoot today.” While a gray sky definitely 
stinks, there is something you can employ for shooting on gray-sky days, and that is simply 
to compose so little (like the shot you see here) or literally none of that gray sky winds up 
in your shots. If you go into the shoot knowing that you’re going to do your best to avoid 
seeing much of the sky in any of your shots, you can then get all of the benefits that a gray 
sky usually brings, which are colors that are actually fairly saturated and softer shadows 
throughout your images. You probably won’t be able to fully eliminate the sky from your 
photos, so just compose your shots so the amount of sky you do see is kept to a minimum. 
This simple technique has saved many a landscape shoot.

How to Shoot on a Gray, Overcast Day
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Want a great quick trick for some interesting-looking flower shots? Get down low, and  
shoot the flowers so they’re backlit, with the sun behind them. The sunlight shining 
through the translucent petals creates a beautiful effect, and this is a popular trick 
employed by serious flower shooters that works every time. Don’t forget to get down  
low (so low that you’re either shooting straight on or up at the flowers) to get the most  
from this effect.

A Trick for Great-Looking Flower Shots
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The vast majority of today’s digital cameras have a built-in magnification factor because  
of the size of the sensors in the camera. For example, most Nikon cameras have a 1.4x  
magnification factor, and what that means is if you put a 100mm lens on a Nikon digital 
camera (like a D3200, D5200, or D7100), that 100mm lens becomes a 140mm lens because 
of the sensor’s magnification factor. Most Canon cameras have a 1.6x magnification (like 
the Rebel T3i, Rebel T5i, 60D, 70D, and 7D), which makes a 200mm lens more like a 320mm 
lens. Many sports shooters, birders, and a host of other photographers who routinely use 
zoom and telephoto lenses love this added reach from digital sensors, but when it comes 
to the wide-angle lenses landscape photographers use, it can somewhat work against us. 
For example, a 12mm wide-angle Nikon lens becomes a less-wide 16mm lens. For Canon  
shooters, a 14mm wide-angle lens becomes a 22mm equivalent. That’s why some land-
scape photographers are drooling over the full-frame digital cameras, like Nikon’s D4 or 
Canon’s 6D (shown above), both of which are full-frame, and when you put a 12mm on 
the Nikon, it’s that same, beautifully wide 12mm aspect ratio we used to enjoy back in the 
film days. When you put a 14mm on a Canon 6D, it’s the same thing—a real 14mm with 
no extra magnification. I’m not saying you need to switch, or that you bought the wrong 
camera, I just want you to know what all the fuss is about for landscape photographers 
and other people who “go wide.”

The Full-Frame Camera Advantage
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Okay, in this chapter (and in part 1 of this book series), I’ve talked a lot about the things 
you need to do to make great landscape photos, but I haven’t talked a whole lot about what 
to avoid when taking landscape shots. That’s why in this new edition of the book I have  
included what I call “The Seven Deadly Sins of Landscape Photography,” and one more 
I threw in just for good measure, but that last line isn’t part of the official name because that 
would be really clunky. By the way, the shot you see above was taken in Glacier National 
Park in Montana (which is one of our largest national parks, spanning 1,013,322 acres) 
during a workshop I taught there with renowned landscape photographer Bill Fortney.  
Bill, who not coincidentally is one of but a handful of working photographers who happen  
to know the precise GPS location from which you can actually photograph this giant mono-
lithic number seven (which soars more than 212 feet high at its peak), would be cringing 
right now if he read this because he would know that I obviously stuck that big seven there 
in Photoshop, after the fact (or he’d have a big seven in his shot, as well, which I’m pretty 
certain he does not). Nevertheless, this all makes a great (okay, decent) gateway to this new 
addition to the landscape chapter. If you can live your life avoiding these seven perilous 
pitfalls, your landscape shots will be blessed with the magical kiss of first morning light (not 
really, but they will certainly look a whole lot better).

The Seven Deadly Sins of  
Landscape Photography
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When we’re shooting a lake or a cozy harbor, what we’re looking for is that still, glassy 
water that creates a beautiful reflection. So, if you hike up to that beautiful lake with the 
snow-capped mountains off in the distance, but it’s windy out that day and the lake looks 
more like the ocean…just keep walking. That’s right, keep walking back to your car, drive 
back to your hotel, and try again the next morning at dawn. Dawn is your absolute best 
chance for having calm, still water (by mid-morning it’s usually too late), and it’s worth 
getting up early for (not to mention the quality of the light), because choppy water is 
instant death to lake and harbor shots. By the way, that telephone pole lookin’ log there 
on the left isn’t helping this photo much either.

Landscape Sin #1: Choppy Water
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For a pro look to your stream and waterfall shots, you’re looking for that smooth, silky 
water—the silkier, the better—and that means you have to keep your shutter open for 
a long time (the longer it’s open, the smoother your water will be. See page 115). We’re 
talking 30 seconds to 2 minutes here, and if you’re snapping stream or waterfall photos 
in broad daylight, your shutter speed is going to be around 1/1000 of a second at the mini-
mum, but more likely 1/2000 of a second or higher. This means two things: (1) frozen water, 
and (2) an amateurish looking shot. Don’t let this happen to you.

Landscape Sin #2: Frozen Water in Waterfalls
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Most people find clouds beautiful (I sure do), but when it comes to landscape photography, 
they’re not just there to be pretty. They are there to hold the amazing colors of a sunrise 
or sunset, and without clouds, you get…well…pretty much what you see here—a whole 
lotta nuthin’. Now, picture this same shot with just an amazing sky of really interesting  
clouds that are red, pink, and purple. Then, look back at this one. See what I mean? So, even 
though you did the right thing by getting up early for the great light, and you got in place  
and were ready to shoot before dawn, and you were on a sturdy tripod, with a cable release, 
and you had a wide-angle lens on your camera, and you were at f/22, and you were at the 
top of a really cool ridge of mountains, if the clouds don’t show, you won’t look like a pro. 
Mother Nature is totally in charge of this one, and sometimes she delivers a spectacular 
cloud formation that makes you look like a star because all you have to do is literally press 
the shutter button, and sometimes she gives you squat! She’s finicky that way.

Landscape Sin #3: Bald, Cloudless Skies
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This shot really has it all. Sure, it has that trademark harsh, dried-out, awful, soul-sapping,  
direct midday sun look to it (even though it was actually shot around 10:20 a.m., so the 
light will actually get worse as the day goes on). But, it also has some bonus features, 
like an ugly dead tree, a bald, cloudless sky, and junk coming into the frame from the 
edges. (I ought to win some sort of bad light award for this one.) So, if you look around 
and the light on your landscape looks anything like this, you know one thing: you’re in 
the wrong place at the wrong time. You should be at breakfast, back in your hotel taking 
a nap, feeding a gopher the contents of your purse, whittling a scale model of the U.S. 
Capitol building out of a dead tree branch, anything other than actually taking a photo. 
This light was designed to punish nature and the efforts of anyone who holds up a camera 
and aims it at any landscape.

Landscape Sin #4: Harsh, Midday Sun
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If there is one thing that drives people crazy when they look at a photo, it’s a crooked 
horizon line. What’s even worse, a lot of times people looking at an image with a crooked  
horizon line will tell you there’s “just something about it that doesn’t feel right,” even if 
they don’t realize the problem is the horizon line (it’s easy to get distracted by beautiful 
colors and cool clouds, but the viewer will still perceive that something is wrong with the 
image, even if they can’t articulate exactly what it is). Since just about every post-processing 
program out there has some sort of built-in straightening, there’s no excuse for having a 
crooked horizon line. Hey, while we’re here, although these clouds aren’t spectacular or epic 
by any means, imagine this same shot without them, and instead you have a bald, empty 
sky. Really makes a difference, doesn’t it?

Landscape Sin #5: A Crooked Horizon Line
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This one is particularly deadly because it’s so easy to miss. When I teach landscape photo 
workshops, we do a class critique of shots from the participants in the workshop (the 
person who took the image always remains anonymous during the critique, unless we 
all really love the shot, then they usually stand up and shout, ”Hey, I took that!”). Anyway, 
one thing that always stands out as a spoiler of some otherwise great images is that the 
image has a distracting element (also known as “distracting junk”) in the photo. It can be 
a road sign, some seaweed on the beach, an empty beer can, some telephone wires, or 
quite often it’s a tree branch extending into the photo. I’ve always felt that if it doesn’t 
add to the photo, it takes away from it. There are three different ways you can deal with 
this “junk” that creeps into your photos: (1) Compose around it. When you’re shooting, be  
very aware of what’s in your shot, especially around the edges (we actually refer to this act 
of checking the outside edges of your frame as “border patrol”). Check all four sides of the 
frame (top, left side, right side, and bottom) for anything that you’ll wish later wasn’t there, 
and if you see something, change your composition to eliminate it. (2) Physically remove 
the distracting element (as long as you’re not a photojournalist). If there’s a beer can, a 
twig, some trash, etc., pick it up and move it out of the frame (be careful not to damage 
anything in nature—period!). Or, (3) remove it later in Photoshop or Lightroom, using the 
Healing Brush tool, the Patch tool, the Clone Stamp tool, or the Spot Removal tool. I’ve 
done a quick video clip for readers of this book to show you how to use these tools, and 
you can watch it at http://kelbytraining.com/books/digphotogv2.

Landscape Sin #6: Distracting Junk Near Edge
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If your shot doesn’t have a strong foreground element, it’s pretty much sunk. That’s  
because one of the basics of landscape composition is that for a landscape shot to really 
work, it has to have three things: (1) something strong in the foreground, (2) an obvious  
middle ground, and (3) the background. This one has two out of three. It has a middle 
ground (the lake and the mountain). It has a background (the sky behind the mountains, 
although some might argue that the mountain and the sky are background elements, 
but it doesn’t really matter because neither one of those is the problem here). What’s 
missing is the strong foreground element, which is why this image looks so flat. If there 
were some large rocks at the bottom of the frame, or the tip of a canoe, or the shore, 
or a dock, or anything to show the depth of the image and lead the viewer into it, this 
shot would then have all three elements. It’s kind of like a novel. If you skip the first few 
chapters and then jump in and start reading, you’ll be missing key parts of the book, and 
you won’t enjoy it nearly as much. You’ll know you’re missing something. Landscape  
photos are the same way—you shouldn’t jump-in in the middle of the photo (or, in this 
case, the middle of the lake). You should start in the foreground and lead the viewer’s 
eye throughout to the background. It’s what gives landscape photos real depth and that 
big, epic feel. Don’t start your photo in the middle of the lake, or the middle of the ocean, 
or in a flat, open desert. Find some object to include in the foreground and your compo -
sition will be much stronger.

Landscape Sin #7: No Foreground Object
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Shooting Landscapes Like a Pro CHAPTER 4

Okay, I said there were just seven, but since I had this extra page, I thought I’d add a couple 
more in. They’re not nearly as deadly, but still worth avoiding like a festering boil. I’m just 
going to rapid-fire these off: Dead trees and tree stumps. I’m begging you, stop trying to 
make a good picture of these. And, no, converting your image to black and white won’t 
help. There are beautiful living things found all over in nature. Stop shooting dead ones. 
Next, don’t have out-of-focus things in your foreground. Not tree branches, or railroad 
crossing signs, or a big blurry rock. It’s distracting to the viewer, who is programmed to try 
to focus on whatever is closest to them. Also, stop shooting really boring stuff just because 
you’re standing in front of it. If you’re looking at a scene and you realize that there’s no 
chance anyone is going to look at the photo you’re about to take and say, “Wow!” then 
here’s what you do: move someplace else. It’s like Joe McNally says, “If you want to take 
more interesting photos, stand in front of more interesting things.” If you’re standing in 
front of those ugly dead trees above, keep moving. Here’s another: if you see a flat gray 
sky, avoid it like the plague. Another is if you’re processing an HDR shot, or if you’re adding 
tonal effects with a plug-in, keep this in mind: Clouds aren’t black. They also don’t have 
drop shadows or glows around them. Although you see incredibly vibrant colors in nature, 
don’t make them all appear in your photo at once. Go easy on the saturation. Okay, now ya 
know, so there are no excuses for breaking the “Seven Deadly Sins.”

And...Dead Trees and Tree Stumps...And...
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Index

A
about this book, 2–4
action photography, 217
air travel, 166
AlienBees studio strobe, 39
angled camera technique, 87, 223
aperture priority mode, 186
Aperture program, 67
aperture settings. See f-stops
autofocus feature

moving the AF point, 192
turning off for macro shots, 175

B
B&H Photo store, 72
backgrounds

black, 68
collapsible, 63
color saturated, 68
flash, 16, 24
lighting, 65, 66, 69
macro photography, 179
out-of-focus, 77, 215
portrait, 77, 85
stands for, 38, 63
studio, 38, 63, 65, 68–69
white, 65, 69

backlight
bridal portraits and, 139, 211
flower photos and, 123
outdoor portraits and, 80

backup gear, 137
battery grips, 79
battery packs, 150
Black, Dave, 27
black backgrounds, 68
black flags, 64
black reflectors, 64, 70

black-and-white images
shots conducive to, 199
wedding photos converted to, 154

bounce card, 19
bouncing light, 18, 51, 97
Bowens Jet Stream Wind Machine, 60
bridal portraits

backlighting, 139, 211
bridal gown in, 149
photo recipes for, 211, 215
posing the bride, 148, 149
profile shots, 152
See also wedding photos

budget categories for gear, 3
Buffalo Tools Industrial Fan, 60
bulb mode, 118
business cards, 147

C
Cactus wireless flash system, 11, 45
Camera Raw, 143, 198
cameras

histogram display in, 196
magnification factor of, 124
moving the AF point on, 192
orientating for portraits, 78, 82, 152
silencing beep on, 138
two-camera strategy, 140
WHIMS acronym for checking, 190
See also Canon cameras; Nikon 
cameras

candid portraits, 92, 93
Canon cameras, 3

battery pack, 150
dedicated flash units, 6
EOS Utility software, 67
exposure compensation controls, 117
full-frame versions of, 124
macro lenses, 181
moving AF point on, 192
ring flash, 182
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Canon cameras (continued)
second flash controls, 31
wireless flash, 14–15

Capa, Robert, 195
Captured by the Light (Ziser), 155
casual group shots, 90
chairs for portraits, 101
Chimera

Pro II softbox, 47
Super Pro Plus Strip, 52

choppy water, 126
church photos, 146, 147, 210
cityscapes, 163, 219
clipped highlights, 196
closeness of studio lights, 59
close-up lens attachment, 181
close-up photography. See macro 

photography
cloudless skies, 128, 213
clusters for group portraits, 90
collapsible background, 63
colors

background, 68
reflector, 70, 104

Commander mode, 13, 30
composition, 200

landscape, 110, 118, 122, 131, 132
portrait, 76, 86, 87
wedding photo, 147

Conair Travel Smart LadderKart, 141
continuous lights, 46
continuous mode, 217
cost categories for gear, 3
counting down for portraits, 92
couple portraits, 91

D
dappled light, 103
dawn

landscape photos shot at, 126, 208, 213
travel photos shot at, 165

dead trees/stumps, 133
dedicated flash

advantages of, 6
gear recommendations, 6, 7

Denny Manufacturing, 55
depth of field

food photography and, 167
macro photography and, 174, 177
outdoor portraits and, 77

diffusion dome, 17, 33
diffusion panel

inside of softboxes, 62
outdoor portraits using, 84, 215–216
softening light using, 20, 84, 215–216
tip for shooting through, 21

digital cameras. See cameras
Digital ProTalk blog, 155
di-GPS unit, 168
directional light, 9, 212
distracting element removal, 131
drag-the-shutter technique, 16
dramatic light, 34
dusk

landscape photos shot at, 116, 222
travel photos shot at, 165

E
ears, lighting, 94
editing your photos, 201
egg crate grid, 55
Elinchrom

Midi-Octa softbox, 47
Monolight strobes, 39
Rotalux softbox, 42

environmental portraits, 81, 85
equipment. See gear 

recommendations
erasing memory cards, 194
exposure compensation, 117, 196
extension tubes, 183
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eyes
focusing on, 176
minimizing shadows under, 105
twinkle added to, 19

F
facial fixes, 98
famous landmarks, 164
fans, studio, 60
fast lenses, 145, 169
feathering light, 61, 94
filters

neutral density, 222
polarizer, 109, 112, 162

fisheye lenses, 114
flash, 1–35

battery packs, 150
bounce card, 19
Canon, 6, 14–15
dedicated, 6–7
drag-the-shutter technique, 16
dramatic light from, 34
gear recommendations, 6, 7
gels used with, 26–27, 28, 68
ISO adjustment for, 33
lighting backgrounds with, 66
lowering power of, 25, 28
mounting anywhere, 23
natural looking, 25
Nikon, 6, 12–13
off-camera, 8, 9, 21, 66
pop-up, 5, 10, 28
range/distance of, 32–33
Rear Sync, 24, 28
ring, 182
second units, 29–31
snoot for, 34
softening, 8, 17–18, 20–21, 28
stand for, 22
studio, 39–45

sunset portraits and, 35, 214
triggering systems, 11
web resource about, 21
wedding photos and, 144, 146
wireless, 10–15, 29–31
See also studio strobes

flash heads, 43
flash sync cords, 9
flat lighting, 57
flower photography, 123
fluorescent lights, 46
foam core, 64
focusing tips

landscape shots, 120
locking focus, 191
macro shots, 175, 176
moving point of focus, 192
out-of-focus backgrounds, 77

fog or mist photography, 117
food photography, 167, 209, 221
foreground elements, 132
formatting memory cards, 194
Fortney, Bill, 112, 121, 125
freezing motion, 153, 186, 217
frozen water in waterfalls, 127
f-stops

for blurring backgrounds, 77
for low light conditions, 145, 169
for macro photography, 177
for silky-water effect, 115
for studio photography, 56

full-frame cameras, 124

G
gear recommendations

backup gear, 137
battery packs, 150
budget categories for, 3
collapsible backgrounds, 63
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gear recommendations (continued)
dedicated flash, 6, 7
diffusion dome, 17
diffusion panel, 20
explanation of, 58
fans, 60
flash gels, 26
light meters, 48
light stands, 22
ring flash, 182
softboxes, 47, 52
strip banks, 52
studio strobes, 39
travel photography, 158
webpage with links to, 3
wireless triggering systems, 11
See also cameras

gels
colored backgrounds using, 68
how to use, 26, 28, 68
SI look with, 27

Gitzo Traveler tripod, 158
glass reflections, 162
gold reflectors, 70, 104
Gossen light meters, 48
GPS units, 168
gray backgrounds, 65
gray skies, 122, 133, 161
green gels, 26
group portraits, 88–90

casual shots, 90
clustering people for, 90
outdoor light for, 88, 223
posing people for, 89

H
hair

blowing, 60
lighting, 52–55

hair lights, 52–55
gear used for, 52

positioning, 53
preventing spill from, 55
strip banks as, 52
testing position of, 54

hard light, 59
headroom in portraits, 76, 86
height of studio lights, 58
high vantage points, 170, 219
highlight clipping, 196
histogram, 196
Hobby, David, 21, 28
Hoodman HoodLoupe Professional, 

111
horizon line, 130
horizontal orientation, 78, 82, 152
hot shoe flashes, 7
hotel room views, 162

I
image size settings, 189
image stabilization (IS), 174
Impact Air-Cushioned Light Stand, 22
internal diffusion panel, 62
ISO setting

choosing correct, 187
flash distance and, 33
light meters and, 49

J
JPEG mode, 143, 188, 189
Justin Clamp, 22, 23, 29

K
kelbytraining.com website, 2

L
labeling memory cards, 202
landmark photography, 164
Landscape orientation, 78
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landscape photography, 107–133
choosing subjects for, 110
choppy water in, 126
cloudless skies in, 128
crooked horizon line in, 130
dead trees and stumps in, 133
distracting elements in, 131
fisheye lenses for, 114
flowers and, 123
focusing for, 120
fog or mist in, 117
foreground elements in, 132
full-frame cameras and, 124
gray-sky days and, 122, 133
harsh, midday sun in, 129
LCD monitors and, 111
lightning and, 118–119
panoramas, 113
photo recipes for, 208, 213, 222
quality of light in, 121
rainbows and, 112
removing “junk” from, 131
seven deadly sins of, 125–133
streams, 109, 115
sunsets, 108, 116
twilight images, 116
water reflections, 109
waterfalls, 127
weather and, 115
winter time, 120

Lasko Cyclone Pivoting Floor Fan, 60
Lastolite TriGrip Diffuser, 20, 84
LCD screen on cameras

accessory for viewing in sunlight, 111
shooting tethered vs. using, 67

lens cap, 197
lens compression, 83
lens hood, 162
lenses

extension tubes, 183

fisheye, 114
macro, 181
super-fast, 145, 169
telephoto, 83
travel photography, 158
wide-angle, 81, 208, 210, 222

light
bouncing, 18, 51, 97
continuous, 46
dappled, 103
directional, 9
dramatic, 34
feathering, 61, 94
hair, 52–55
hardness of, 59
modeling, 43
outdoor, 80, 84, 103
pop-up flash, 5
positioning, 57–59
quality of, 121
softening, 8, 17–18, 20–21
strobe, 39–45
window, 95–97

Light It, Shoot It, Retouch It (Kelby), 73
light meters, 48–49

background lighting and, 69
gear recommendations, 48
how to use, 49

light stands, 72
lighting

background, 65, 66, 69
group portrait, 88
landscape photography, 121
macro photography, 180, 182
portrait, 80, 84, 94, 95–97
See also flash

lightning
automatic shots of, 119
manually shooting, 118

Lightning Trigger, 119
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Lightroom
distracting element removal, 131
GPS info displayed in, 168
noise reduction feature, 151
tethering feature, 67
white balance adjustments, 143

line-of-sight triggering, 10
locking focus, 191
Long Exposure Noise Reduction 

feature, 204
LumiQuest Soft Screen, 28

M
macro lenses, 181, 218, 221
macro photography, 173–183

backgrounds for, 179
depth of field in, 174, 177
equipment for, 181
extension tubes for, 183
focusing for, 175, 176
f-stop used for, 177
indoor setup for, 180
lighting for, 180, 182
magnifying glass for, 179
photo recipes for, 209, 218, 221
point-and-shoot, 178
shutter button and, 176
tripods used for, 174
water drops in, 181

magnification factor, 124
magnifying glass, 179
Manfrotto

Justin Spring Clamp, 23
Mini Clip Clamp, 20

manual mode, 56, 186
Mathews black flags, 64
McNally, Joe, 81, 133, 205
memory cards

erasing, 194
labeling, 202

mini pre-flash, 10
mist or fog shots, 117
modeling light, 43
Moment It Clicks, The (McNally), 205
monolights, 43
motion

panning to create sense of, 217
wedding zoom effect of, 153

mounting flash units, 23
music for travel photos, 170

N
natural-looking portraits, 92, 93, 101
neutral density (ND) filter, 222
nighttime photography, 204
Nik Software, 154
Nikon cameras, 3

battery pack, 150
dedicated flash units, 6
exposure compensation controls, 117
full-frame versions of, 124
macro lenses, 181
moving AF point on, 192
ring flash, 182
second flash controls, 30
tethering software, 67
wireless flash, 12–13, 30

noise reduction, 151, 204

O
Oben CT-3500 tripod, 158
off-camera flash, 8

flash sync cord for, 9
lighting backgrounds using, 66
studio strobes vs., 39
web resource about, 21
See also wireless flash

Olympus cameras, 3
one-light studio setup, 50
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outdoor portraits
dappled light in, 103
depth of field for, 77
gold reflectors for, 104
group photos as, 88, 223
lighting for, 80, 84, 103, 215–216

outdoor weddings, 151
out-of-focus backgrounds, 77, 215
overcast days

landscape photos and, 122
travel photos and, 161

P
panning, 217
panoramas, 113
paper, seamless, 38
people

moving in close to, 195
travel shots including, 159–160
See also portraits

People magazine, 81
photo recipes, 207–223

for action photography, 217
for architectural photography,  

210, 220
for food photography, 209, 221
for landscape photography, 208,  

213, 222
for macro photography, 209, 218, 221
for portrait photography, 211–212, 

214–216
for travel photography, 219–220
for wedding photography, 211, 215–

216, 223
Photoflex Litedome softbox, 47
Photoshop

black & white conversions, 154
distracting element removal, 131
noise reduction feature, 151
spot/speck removal, 198
white balance adjustments, 143

Photoshop Elements, 154
Photoshop Lightroom. See Lightroom
PocketWizard wireless flash systems, 

11, 45
point-and-shoot macro photography, 

178
polarizer filter, 109, 112, 162
Pony clamps, 72
pop-up flash

problems with, 5
suggestions for using, 28
wireless flash triggered by, 10

portrait orientation, 78
portraits, 75–105

angled shots as, 87
backgrounds for, 77, 85
battery grips for, 79
bridal, 139, 148, 149, 152
camera orientation for, 78, 82
composition of, 76, 86, 87
couple, 91
dappled light in, 103
depth of field for, 77
diffusers for, 84
environmental, 81, 85
eye shadows minimized in, 105
facial fixes for, 98
group, 88–90
headroom in, 76, 86
lighting, 80, 84, 94, 95–97
moving in close for, 195
natural-looking, 92, 93, 101
outdoor, 77, 80, 84, 88, 103
photo recipes for, 211–212, 214–216
profile view, 82, 152
reflectors for, 97, 104, 105
seated subjects in, 101
shoulder angle in, 99
slimming subjects in, 100
sunlight and, 80, 84, 103, 215, 216
sunset photos and, 35, 214
talking to subjects of, 102
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portraits (continued)
telephoto lenses for, 83
uneven light for, 94
wide-angle lens for, 81
window light for, 95–97

posing
bridal portraits, 148, 149
fixing facial problems through, 98
group portraits, 89, 90
people in travel shots, 160

positioning
hair lights, 53
main studio light, 57–59
reflectors, 71, 73, 97
subjects for window light, 95

poster board, 64
profiles

bridal portraits as, 152
horizontal orientation for, 82, 152

program mode, 186

Q
quality of light, 121
quality settings, 189
Quantum battery packs, 150

R
racked out lens, 83
radio transmitters, 11
rainbow shots, 112
range of flash, 32–33
RAW mode, 143, 188
RAW + JPEG mode, 143
Rear Sync flash, 24, 28
recipes for photos. See photo recipes
red eye, 5
reflections

glass, 162
water, 109, 163

reflectors, 70–73
black flag, 64

colors of, 70, 104
extra light using, 51
finding “sweet spot” for, 73
minimizing eye shadows using, 105
portraits and, 97, 104, 105
positioning, 71, 73, 97
stands for, 72
window light and, 97

ring flash, 182
Rogue FlashBenders, 34
Rosco gels, 26
Rotalux softbox, 42

S
Scott’s gear finder

battery packs, 150
dedicated flash units, 6
light meters, 48
ring flash, 182
softboxes, 47, 52
strip banks, 52
studio strobes, 39
wireless triggering systems, 11
See also gear recommendations

seamless paper, 38
seated portraits, 101
second flash units, 29–31

Canon controls for, 31
Nikon controls for, 30

second shooters, 142
Sekonic Litemaster Pro, 48
self-timer, 176
shadows

minimizing under eyes, 105
position of lights and, 57

shooting tethered, 67
shot list for weddings, 136
shoulder angle in portraits, 99
showing your photos, 201
shutter button, 176, 191
shutter priority mode, 186
shutter release cable, 118, 176
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shutter speed
flash photography and, 16
light meters and, 49
sports photography and, 217
studio photography and, 56
zooming related to, 193

Sigma cameras, 3
macro lens, 181
ring flash, 182

silky-water effect, 115, 127, 208
Silver Efex Pro 2 plug-in, 154
silver reflectors, 51, 70, 104
skies

cloudless, 128, 213
gray, 122, 133
twilight, 116

skyline photography, 219
Slik Sprint Pro II tripod, 158
slimming subjects, 100
snoot for flash, 34
Soft Screen, 28
softboxes

diffuser alternative to, 20
feathered light from, 61
gear recommendations, 47, 52
hair lights as, 52
hot shoe, 212
internal panel of, 62
size of, 47
strip bank, 52
strobe, 40
umbrellas vs., 41

softening light, 8, 17–18
bouncing light for, 18
diffusion dome for, 17
diffusion panel for, 20–21, 84
positioning lights for, 59
Soft Screen for, 28
softboxes for, 20, 40

Sony cameras, 3, 67
speed rings, 42
Spiderlite TD6, 46

Sports Illustrated look, 27
sports photography, 217
spot/speck removal, 198
square photos, 203
stands

background, 38, 63
flash, 22
light, 72
reflector, 72

stepladders, 141
Sto-Fen Omni-Bounce diffusion dome, 

17
Story, Derrick, 148, 202
streams

best conditions for shooting, 115
cutting reflections in, 109

strip banks
gear recommendations, 52
positioning, 53

strobes. See studio strobes
Strobist website, 21
studio photography, 37–73

backgrounds, 38, 63, 65, 68–69
black flags used in, 64
color gels used in, 68
continuous lights, 46
fans used in, 60
feathered light in, 61
hair lights, 52–55
light meters used in, 48–49
lighting backgrounds in, 65–66, 69
manual mode used in, 56
number of lights for, 50
off-camera flash in, 66
positioning lights in, 57–59
reflectors, 51, 70–73
resource on lighting in, 73
shooting tethered in, 67
softboxes, 40, 47, 62
speed rings, 42
strobes, 39–45
umbrellas, 41
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studio strobes, 39–45
firing, 44–45
gear recommendations, 39
how many to use, 50
modeling lights and, 43
off-camera flash vs., 39
positioning, 57–59
softboxes for, 40
speed rings for, 42
types of, 43
umbrellas for, 41
wireless, 45
See also flash

“Sun Over Your Shoulder” rule, 80
sunlight

avoiding dappled light in, 103
gold reflectors used in, 104
landscapes in harsh, 129
portraits taken in, 80, 84, 103,  

215–216, 223
sunsets

flash portraits and, 35, 214
photo recipe example of, 222
secret to shooting, 108
twilight photos and, 116

super-fast lenses, 145, 169
sync cords, 9, 44

T
talking to subjects, 102
telephoto lenses

macro photography and, 181
portraits and, 83

tethered shooting, 67
theme assignments, 171
TIFF file format, 188
tilted camera technique, 87, 223
tonal contrast effect, 210

travel photos, 157–171
air travel and, 166
cityscapes, 163, 219
dawn and dusk, 165
extra batteries for, 166
famous landmarks, 164
finding views for, 161
food shots, 167
GPS units for, 168
high vantage points for, 170, 219
hotel room view for, 162
minimizing gear for, 158, 166
music to go with, 170
overcast days and, 161
people included in, 159–160
photo recipes for, 219–220
shots of yourself in, 168
super-fast lenses for, 169
theme assignments for, 171
tripods used for, 158, 163

trees, dead, 133
tripods

camera bags used as, 169
ISO setting using, 187
lightning shots and, 118
macro photography and, 174
travel photography and, 158, 163

Tungsten white balance, 27
twilight photos, 116, 163
twinkle in eyes, 19

U
umbrellas, 41

V
vertical orientation, 78, 79
vertical shutter button, 79
vibration reduction (VR), 174
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video training clips
black & white conversions, 154
Canon wireless flash setup, 15
distracting element removal, 131
neutral density filter use, 222
Nikon wireless flash setup, 13
See also Web resources

W
warming gels, 28
water

avoiding choppy, 126
drops in macro photos, 181
frozen in waterfalls, 127
reflections on, 109, 163
silky-water effect, 115, 127, 208
still water shots, 126, 213

weather
landscape photos and, 115, 122
travel photos and, 161

Web resources
about this book, 2
Digital ProTalk blog, 155
gear recommendations, 3
Strobist website, 21

travel photography, 159
wedding shot lists, 136
See also video training clips

wedding photos, 135–155
backlighting, 139
battery packs for, 150
black-and-white, 154
bridal portraits, 139, 148, 149, 152
church setting in, 146, 147
creating a shot list, 136
equipment backups for, 137
flash used for, 144, 146
low light lens for, 145
outdoor wedding tip, 151
photo recipes for, 211, 215–216, 223

preparing to shoot, 145, 152
RAW mode used for, 143
reducing noise in, 151
resources for professionals, 155
second shooter of, 142
silencing camera beep for, 138
stepladder for, 141
two-camera strategy for, 140

“unofficial” shooters of, 148
zoom effect for, 153

Westcott
5-in-1 Reflector, 20
Collapsible Background, 63
Spiderlite TD6, 46
Strip softboxes, 52

WHIMS acronym, 190
white backgrounds, 65, 69
white balance settings

adjusting in Camera Raw, 143
combining gels with, 27
finding on your camera, 116

white reflectors, 51, 70
wide-angle lenses, 81, 208, 210, 222
windblown hair effect, 60
window light, 95–97

positioning subjects for, 95
reflector position for, 97
setting up and shooting in, 96

winter time photos, 120
wireless flash, 10–15

Canon camera, 14–15, 31
channel settings, 15
Nikon camera, 12–13, 30
pop-up flash and, 10
second flash units, 29–31
studio strobes, 45
triggering systems, 11
videos on setting up, 13, 15
See also off-camera flash

wireless shutter release, 118
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Y
yellow gels, 26, 27
Yongnuo YN-560 II flash, 6, 7

Z
Ziser, David, 147, 148, 149, 152, 155
zoom effect, 153
zooming

blurring backgrounds by, 77
shutter speed related to, 193

Zucker, Monte, 97
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